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We consider the Schrodinger operator -A +v in I^CER 11 ) , n >3 , where V is a short-range, dilation-analytic potential in an angle S^ . A resonance Xp appears as a discrete eigenvalue of the complex-dilated Hamiltonian [ 2 ] , a pole of the S-matrix [3] and as a pole of the analytically continued resolvent, acting from an exponentially weighted space to its dual [4, 5] . In [2] resonance functions are obtained as square-integrable eigenfunctions of the complex-dilated Hamiltonian, corresponding to the eigenvalue \^ , in [5] they are defined as certain exponentially growing solutions f of the SchrOdinger equation (-A +V-X.Jf = 0 . In [6] it is proved that for a dilation-analytic multiplicative potential V with resonance XQ , the resonance functions of [2] and [5] are simply the restrictions of one analytic, L (S 11 )-valued function f on S to rays e^lR"*" with 2cp > -ArgX,. and to IR 4 ', respectively. ik z Moreover, the precise asymptotic behaviour f(z) = e 1-n z 2 (T+0(|z|" 6 )) with TCL^S 11 " 1 ) , where k^ = Xp , is established together with asymptotics for f'(z) . These imply exponential decay in time of resonance states, defined as suitably cut-off resonance functions, as proved in [8] .
In this note we shall give a brief account of results on resonance functions, referring for details to [5] and [ 6 ] .
We introduce the weighted L -spaces L. , = L. ^(IR 11 ) for
where x cn^.r = |x| . The weighted Sobolev spaces are defined by
We set L 2 = L 2 H 2 = H 2 and h = L 2^11 "' 1 ) , S 11 " 1 = 6 , U 0 0 , U {x € IR 11 | |x| =1} .We assume that the dimension n >3 We note that R (zk) = z'' 2 [H{z) -k 2 )" 1 . z
We have a^(H(z)) = e" ^IR"*" and cr^(H(z)) \IR c:
We define R((p) by R (4) Using Lemma 1.1 one can prove all results for fixed 6 >0 r with S^ replaced by S^ -S , using the splitting Q = V +w , and then let 6 +0 . To simplify the presentation, we assume from the outset (although this can strictly speaking not be obtained) that H. = HQ +V has no resonances and fix e , setting g = g , W = Qg , V = Q-gW . We denote by n ,R (k) etc. the operators i z i z " obtained by replacing Q by V .
Xlv-3
Basic to our approach is an extended limiting absorption principle proved in [7] and generalized in [5] to non-symmetric, short-range potentials like Q . The idea is to consider -A z and -A + Q as operators H"^ and H" 13 acting in the space The extended limiting absorption principle for H can then be z formulated as follows: Proof. We refer to [5] for the proof of the Theorem. It utilizes the result of [7] for H,. , analytic Fredholm theory and control of the singular points using analyticity in k and z . The following result is proved in [5] . We recall the following formulas from the stationary scatte- xiv-6
The following result is proved in [ 5 ] : We now obtain, using the second isomorphism of Theorem 2. Then either ^i(cp) = -oo or k{u)]>-oo and k is convex in (-a,a) .
XIV-10
Using this Lemma together with a recent result of Agmon [ 1 ] , giving the precise asymptotic behaviour of f(z) for Arg zk,. >0 , we finally obtain the desired asymptotic estimates of f and f .
We refer to [6] for the proof. uniformly in any smaller angle S' for some e >0 . Moreover, TCMtS'^kQ)) and f=CT*(kQ)r , n-1 1-n 1 C = kp 2 (-i) 2 (2TT) 2 .
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